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*                    PROJECT
Space travelling………….

Computer drawings, space, 
poems, limericks





*Star skater
Автор Ситник Д



Star skater/ автор Ситник Д

*There was a young skater leopard 
Rice,
*Who was a master of jumping and 

spinning on the ice,
*One day she was so keen on skating ,
*that she found herself on the moon
*And the suit ordered to Joom!!
* Now she's skating in space 
 and does the space race
*There was a young skater leopard 

Rice…..



*
One day the Sun got angry Авторы: Ситник Д, Деменский А.



*One day the Sun got angry 
Ситник Д

*  There were in the Sun two brothers…
*  The first of the brothers  was Golden.
*the second - Fiery red 
*                              Who was just mad !
*When they are  fought, there were 

magnetic storms. 
*For a person it is harmful and not the 

norm
*There were in the Sun two brothers…



* I'm going to the moon.Автор 
Шипицына К.



*Dreams come true
Шипицына К.

*There was a boy…. 

*Space – favorite toy!

*And now he is in space

*And this is the best place

*There was a boy ….



*Dreams come true

*Zoom, zoom, zoom,
I'm going to the moon.

Zoom, zoom, zoom,
I'll get there very soon.

*If you want to take a trip,
Climb aboard my rocket ship.

Zoom, zoom, zoom,
I'm going to the moon!





*outer space
Шипицына К.

*The planets in their galaxy,
brightly dotted stars I see.

In a pattern one by one,
revolving fast around the sun.

While the earth is spinning,
I stay firmly on the ground.
Gravity keeps me in place,
as I spin around in space



*Sport without borders
Автор Храмова А. 



*People with disabilities live in the                        
world,

And they like to do sport
*I give You my word!

*They dream of space adventures…..
*Храмова А.

*Oh give me a home, where the planets 
roam,
Where the comets and the asteroids play,

*Where seldom is seen, a human being,
And the stars twinkle all night and all day.

*Home, home on the solar system,
Where comets and the asteroids play,
Where seldom is seen,
A human being-
And the stars twinkle all night and all day.

*  



*Skyship
Автор Храмова А.



*Skyship

*Row, row, row your boat 
Gently down the stream.
Merrily, merrily, merrily, 
merrily, 
Life is such a dream. 
*       On the sky swim, 
swim….



*Solar System Деменский 
Е.



*Planets

*Here are nine planets that we know.
Round and round the Sun they go.
Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars,
These are the planets near our star.

*Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, too.
Neptune, Pluto, we can't see you.
These are the nine planets that we 
know.
Round and round the Sun they go.



* space miracle
Гаученов В, Деменский Е.



*space miracle



comet



*Space riches/ Шипицын А.

*The moon, the stars,  comets 
and  meteorites…..

*It’s beautiful place!

*The planets and the galaxies,

*        Space, space, space.



*Satellite/Деменский Е.



*Russian scientist explore   
space,

*Russian satellites like to race!

*People sometimes say to me

*«Tell me, what do you want to 
be?»

*I usually answer «I dream to 
fly!»

* In cosmos, where sun shines!!



Шипицын А.



* 



«Облака слов.»  по теме 
«Космос»Шипицын А.



*Morning Moon
Арсентьева Л.



*Morning Moon

*Are you lonely, Moon?
You giant white balloon!
You have no water, wind or air.
No wonder, nothing lives up their.
You can't grow trees or flowers or 
grass.
Your soil is only rocks and glass.
Even your light is not your own.
Instead it's from the sun that's shone.
Your gravity is weak, I hear.
You really have no atmosphere.
But don't be sad, Moon, please don't 
cry.
For I still love you in the sky.



* Автор Ситник Д



*Every night, I say Hi

*To my neighbours in the sky,

*Every night I sing me song,

*Everybody sing along.

*The moon, the stars, the universe,

*It’s beautiful place.

*The planets and the galaxies,

*I live out here in Space, space, space





*In the night, night sky

*I can see

*Bright, bright, lights

*Are shining on you and me.

*And in the bright, bright lights

*There are creatures too.

*In their night, night skies,

*They’re looking at me and you



*OUR SPACE



*OUR SPACE





*OUR HELPERS  

English language

редактор  Neon flames обработка редактором 

растровой графики Sumo Paint

  Редактор Flame Painter обработка редактором Sumo 

Paint - 3 D


